Seattle Colleges Vaccine Event Schedule

First Shots:

Seattle Central: M 8/23 vaccination 9am – 12pm and 1pm – 3pm, Tu 8/24 – vaccination 9am – 12pm and 1pm – 7pm

South Seattle: W 8/25 vaccination 9am – 12pm and 1pm – 3pm, Th 8/26 - vaccination 9am – 12pm and 1pm – 7pm

North Seattle: M 8/30 - vaccination 9am – 12pm and 1pm – 3pm, Tu 8/31 - vaccination 9am – 12pm and 1pm – 7pm

Second Shot:

Seattle Central: M 9/13 - 9am – 12pm and 1pm – 3pm, Tu 9/14 - 9am – 12pm and 1pm – 7pm

South Seattle: W 9/15 - 9am – 12pm and 1pm – 3pm, Th 9/16 - 9am – 12pm and 1pm – 7pm

North Seattle: M 9/20 - 9am – 12pm and 1pm – 3pm, Tu 9/21 - 9am – 12pm and 1pm – 7pm
Seattle Colleges Vaccination Events - South Seattle College

Vaccination to be held at the South Seattle main campus North parking Lot (inside Entrance #1). Staff will have access to Chan Center building bathrooms. Format will be drive through unless inclement weather prohibits (in which case people will park and get out of their cars and come to the tent for the injection).
Seattle Colleges Vaccination Events - Central Seattle College

Vaccination event to be held at the South Plaza. The truck can drive up onto the bricks. Vaccine staff will walk around to the front of the building and enter via the main door (indicated by the arrow) to use the main Broadway Edison building restrooms.
Seattle Colleges Vaccination Events - North Seattle College

We will use the East Lot which has plenty of space for set up and a waiting/observation area. This means that people will enter the campus at the light on College Way N. and N 95th St and drive to the back of the campus to the east lot. It will require signage on College Way and on 95th – HMC team set up A frame signs. Vaccine staff can use the restrooms on the ground floor of our Education Building. Note that format will be drive through unless inclement weather prohibits (in which people will park and get out of their cars and come to the tent for the injection).